
  

Ms. “ary MeGroxy 8/1/85 
Washington Post 
1150 15 Ste, MW 

' Washington, DeC. 20005 

Dear Ms, McSrory, 

Recently I wrote to + you for an excellent column on official mendacity. 
I do not ve¢all whether I then referred to my own such experiences. My purpose in 
writing now is merely to inform you, by which 1 really mean give you an inkling, 
not in the expectation of a colum and please believe me, without any need for you 
to take time to respond. 

To now I've kepbh four on the Post fully informed, with copies, 1 imow that 
the Post has no interest. So what I'm guending out now I'm sending one copy of 
what I'm filing only, to an editor. 

How these pegple could have been so careless as to use the name of the Boston 
United States Attorney instead of the one for D.C. I do not mow but I'l] now see 
how they react, if at all. 

What I actually told the judge, who is as unworthy of that rele as any I've 
ever known or known about, is| that if the FBI and DJ are not guilty then I am and 
there must be a trial. We have both sworn in contradiction about what is as material 
as anything can be and thus + re is perjurye and I know of nothing as unlikely as 
those people trying me for anything. My work is accurate, documented and in all 
Ways quite correct. 

These terrible people with whom I contend ~ and I regard them as terrible 
even though I believe they go# to their chruches and loves their familits - are to 
me subversives and I believe they represent a real threat to our security, in terms 
of our basic concepts and beliefs, Or at least those that made ours the best system of 
self-government and freedom man has yet devised, smupikkd despite what officials do 
to it. And there is virtually nothing they will not dare to hurt anyone who tries 
to make it work as it is supposed to work. They've been out to get me for years 
because Congress amended FOIA) in 1974 to open FBI, CIA and similar files because of 
me, It remains to be seen whether this ‘ime they?ve gone a tar To a eee are 

  

  

   

   

  
   

   

  

   
   
    

   

    

   

  

will they do about my absolute 

misrepresentation and overt erjurys af not also its subornationst"ve not paid it 

believe — some kind of proceeding then” would result. 
Strange as it may seem to a nomlawyer, to mow there's been none, (I'm also asking 

not comply with my FOIA requests. At the request of the appeais office, because of 
my subject-matter expertise, T provided not less than two file drawers of information 
relating to relevant records that exist and were not provided. (In all, in this and 
other requests, I provided the appeals office with two full file cabinets of material, 
@ considerable effort and a great burden and cost, but the subject-matter is historiccally 
important.) Then, instead of doing what the Act and regulation require and in a 
effort to at once frustrate compliance and in effect rewrite the Act, the FBI demanded 
discovery, defined as “each and every" decument and fact I have relating to the 
information in questions After getting all I sent and without making and attesting to 
the searches, as required. I refused, for a number of reasons, all valid and recognized 

and everything ~ said, under oaths was simply ignored by both the FBI and the judge



and he orderdd me to provide 
refused they got a judgement 

and got a judgemen geninst my 
pro forms complisnce with all 
ahweyrBs has been overturned ° 

Meanwhile, while all th 

all over again what + had already provided. When I 
against me and when I xBfused to pay it they asked for 
_iawyer, who had tried to talk me into some sort or 
this corruption. (That part,which endangered all 

) This comflict they created leaves me without counsel. 
is was going on, the very FBI SA who is supervisor in   this litigation and swore tha 

it did the FBI needed my "dis 
ease filed by a friend of mi 

   

    
    

all the reasons given to get 

be false and fraudulent. Wit! 
_ mpbydd that the judgement be 

ignores all i filed but one 
childish semantics. I'm no® f: 

The SA who provided all 
to get the "discovery" which 
were to try to provide it or 
swote, while engaged in this 
"discovery" would enable the 
precisly while disclosing what 

+~ information in question did not exist and that if 
covery” Help to locate it, as supervisor in another 
we, disgorged a large number of FRI records establishing 

the existence of what he swore did not exist and making it beyond question that 
this "discovery" order from me are and were know to 
samples of what he disclosed, under Rule 60(b), I've 

vacated. The FBI/DI response in the form of an Opposition 
pint and then misrepresented it and based itself on 
ling my reply to their Opposition. 

this stuff to my friend actually swore in this case, 
vould have been so incredibly buistdensome to me if I 
ould get the suit dismissed if I didn't, actually 
eruption of the relevant to my friend, that my 

L to prove that it had complied with my request, 
proved the exact opposite. 
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Aside from the deliberate abuse of an aging and unwell writer whose sin is 
accuracy and reasonableness 3 
doing, this is an assauly on 
does, theoretically assured 
FOIA to negate it as a separate 
of interest by the press. Whic 

      
   
   

his exposure of official, particularly FBIm wrong _ 
the wight of the people to know what their government 
y enactment of FOIA. I regard what they are doing to 

subversion. 4nd of course I regret the thtal lack 
h really has much more at stake than I do. (At worst, 

but as of now, three of my monthly Social Security checks is all that I lose.) 
I can’t get to Washingt@n to try to locate a lawyer who would not be afraid 

because I am able to drive fo 
transportation, (Believe me, 
If one of them represented me 
as well as his own future, the 
then minimal reporting by the 
be my own lawyer. I regret thi 
hurtful to others, including 

only 20 minutes at a time and cannot use public 
the cause lawyers are terrified, and not without causes 
in this he'd have to worry about his other clients 
courts ate now to that degree rearanized. With less 

major medias) So as of now I'll have to continue to 
Ls heceuseé the possible precedents can be enormously 
the silent major media. Even wealthy corporations. 
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i hope this effort to encapsulate makes sense. I'm too deeply involved and 
currently fatuguéd to really 
you know I'l be glad to send 
among other things, out to re 
get away with and there is, fi 
to try to get away withe 

perceive. But if any of this interests you or anyone 
copies of anything 1 have. This administration is, 

strict access to information to the degrees it aan 
fon my experiences nothing too outrageous for it 

} 

Best wishes, 

pavold Weisberg 

 


